Abstract-Helmholtz Stereopsis is a 3D reconstruction method uniquely independent of surface reflectance. Yet, its sub-optimal maximum likelihood formulation with drift-prone normal integration limits performance. Via three contributions this paper presents a complete novel pipeline for Helmholtz Stereopsis. First, we propose a Bayesian formulation replacing the maximum likelihood problem by a maximum a posteriori one. Second, a tailored prior enforcing consistency between depth and normal estimates via a novel metric related to optimal surface integrability is proposed. Third, explicit surface integration is eliminated by taking advantage of the accuracy of prior and high resolution of the coarse-to-fine approach. The pipeline is validated quantitatively and qualitatively against alternative formulations, reaching sub-millimetre accuracy and coping with complex geometry and reflectance.
INTRODUCTION
3D geometry reconstruction is both challenging and much desirable for practical applications. State-of-the-art permits submillimetre accuracy given tailored capture conditions and surface properties. Multiple images are used to resolve depth ambiguity but methods differ in image acquisition, formulated constraints, whether to characterise vertices by depth or normal (or both) and the degree of neighbourhood support utilised in the estimation. Conventional [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] and photometric [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] stereo are mature techniques with exceptional results within a wide application scope. Their universal applicability is prohibited by underlying assumptions. Conventional stereo relies on uniformly Lambertian reflectance for invariance of feature point appearance, which is restrictive as purely Lambertian photometric behaviour is uncommon in reality. Photometric stereo allows any parametric invertible reflectance model as long as it is a priori known. As estimation/parametrisation of complex spatially-varying reflectance is challenging, the overly simplistic Lambertian assumption is often made by photometric techniques. Shape-from-Silhouette [13] is the only classical method with the rare property of true reflectance independence, but this geometric technique is limited by its fundamental inability to reconstruct concavities.
Helmholtz Stereopsis (HS) [14] tackles photometric complexity by exclusively exploiting the generic BRDF symmetry of reciprocity instead of a specific reflectance model through tailored acquisition. Its normal constraint is uniquely independent of the reflectance model which in addition provides a likelihood of the sampled depth. Hence the method's surface characterisation is more complete, with an unexplored potential for further reconstruction improvements, than the one-sided depth maps of conventional stereo or the normal fields of photometric stereo. The original formulation of HS [14] has shown the ability to cope with specularities. Yet, the sub-optimal per-point reconstruction approach and the failure to make full combined use of depth and normal information leads to global and local artefacts. A noisy depth map obtained by independent per-point depth search indexes normals. Normal integration reveals a surface of a much higher resolution than the original depth map and camouflages the errors by enforcing integrability a posteriori. The result is however incorrect as the integrated normal field is comprised of inaccurate spatially inconsistent normals reflecting the noise of the indexing depth maps, whose continuity is never enforced. Normal integration itself is prone to drift.
We propose a novel HS pipeline through several contributions addressing the shortcomings of standard HS. First, the per-point maximum likelihood (ML) reconstruction of standard HS is replaced by a Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) formulation using neighbourhood support to tackle noisy depth maps. Second, a novel prior tailored to HS is formulated unlike standard HS exploiting both depth and normal per-point estimates and enforcing their consistency. The proposed prior ensures accuracy and integrability already at reconstruction de-emphasising explicit surface integration. In our pipeline the drift-prone surface integration stage is removed. We argue for the integration-free approach by highlighting the artefacts introduced by integration methods in standard pipelines (e.g., the Frankot-Chellappa algorithm in standard HS).
The current paper builds on our previous publications [15] , [16] on Bayesian HS but also significantly improves and extends it. One such improvement is the re-formulation of the depth-normal consistency prior in a more theoretically principled way relating it directly to the physically meaningful and universally desirable surface integrability from [17] . The merit of the new formulation over the previously proposed is verified experimentally, both quantitatively and qualitatively, on synthetic and real data. Further Bayesian HS is embedded into a coarse-to-fine framework to achieve resolution sufficient for our integration-free pipeline enabling to showcase the true capabilities of the proposed prior. The proposed integration-free approach is validated against established explicit surface integration methods.
RELATED WORK
We give an overview of related work focussing on the BRDF dependence aspect to justify the choice of HS for dense 3D reconstruction with arbitrary unknown reflectance.
Geometric methods involve multiview geometry of camera arrangement. These are both Shape-from-Silhouette (SfS) [13] deriving the visual hull [18] without intensity sampling as well as the intensity-based methods. Although SfS is reflectance independent and recently much improved [19] , it suffers from the inherent inability to reconstruct concavities and severe dependence on number of views. Conventional stereo (CS) [1] , [2] is a classical intensity-based geometric method that computes disparity by featurepoint matching between calibrated views with sufficient texture and the restrictive Lambertian BRDF assumption to guarantee photo-consistency. Among CS methods with relaxed BRDF restrictions are the interest-point-based ones (e.g., photo-tourism [20] those hard-coding more complex models in the CS constraint (e.g., Ward's model in [21] ) and the implementations of joint shape/ reflectance estimation [22] . Interest-point-based methods facilitate only a sparse reconstruction. Dense non-Lambertian CS, although conceptually interesting, fails to deliver accurate high resolution results. CS describes the surface as a depth map only and, for a limited number of views and more general scenes, lacks in structural resolution of the globally accurate shape.
Structured light methods tackle texture dependence of CS by projecting a known pattern. Fusion of these techniques with diffuse/ specular component separation enables pore-level resolution geometry recovery on top of the globally accurate shape facilitated by structured light [23] , [24] . These methods typically require the specialist Light Stage for dense reflectance sampling and are limited to non-metallic surfaces relying on light polarisation on reflection.
In contrast, KinectFusion is a structured light implementation using commodity hardware [25] , based on projecting infra-red structured light patterns for instantaneous depth map acquisition. While the real-time feedback is impressive, the obtained geometries lack resolution and require fusion of several depth maps to become complete making KinectFusion unable to reconstruct dynamic scenes without supporting algorithms. Building on efficient depth-normal fusion for surface integration in [26] , to improve resolution there has been successful research on combining Kinect with photometric stereo [27] , [28] and shape-fromshading [29] , [30] , often under uncalibrated illumination but with the assumption of Lambertian reflectance.
Photometric stereo (PS) constraints [7] are derived from a point's response to varying illumination at a constant viewpoint avoiding the feature point matching problem. PS seeks to reconcile intensity measurements and predictions determined by the BRDF choice. The technique is mature with state-of-the-art multiview variants [8] , [9] and extensions to dynamic non-rigid full-3D scenes [10] including surfaces with both uniform albedo and texture [11] , [12] .
In PS the reflectance can be an arbitrary parametric model, yet it must be a priori known to formulate predictions. The reflectance dependence of CS is hence not solved by photometric stereo but rather the burden is shifted to reflectance estimation which is often impossible to the desired precision for real surfaces. Hence the Lambertian assumption is wide-spread in PS. PS for non-Lambertian reflectance is an active research direction [31] . PS by example [32] recovers unknown geometry by relating its intensity responses under different illumination to a reference geometry object of the same material. The method pioneers surface reconstruction with anisotropic reflectance given the limitations of needing the a priori knowledge of the material or the assumption of it being a linear hybrid of the chosen diffuse and specular references. Other PS methods exploit fundamental BRDF symmetries to generalise to arbitrary reflectance. Alldrin and Kriegman [33] recover gradients assuming reflectance isotropy only, without restricting to a specific model, and advance no further than the gradient-defined isocontour structure. The disambiguation of the Euclidean structure by ordering the iso-depth contours requires additional isotropic symmetries [34] . Tan et al. [34] study radiometric constraints from the symmetries observed under directional illumination of a curved surface given uniformly isotropic BRDF. PS ambiguities (e.g., the generalised bas-relief ambiguity) are resolved as the linear transform mapping between photometrically equivalent normal fields breaks the symmetry constraint. Chandraker et al. [35] factorise differential image formation equations into geometry and BRDFdependent terms deriving a determinant condition valid regardless of the functional form of the BRDF. The PS problem is made wellconstrained by assuming isotropic BRDF. BRDF isotropy is also the only reflectance constraint in [36] which combines reconstruction by structure-from-motion with PS by propagating sparse stereo estimates along iso-depth contours. Shadows as another BRDF invariant are explored by Okabe et al. [37] who encode reference points by shadow response to varying illumination and assign normals based on code similarity under the assumption of uniformly distributed lights and a convex surface. As another invariant, Shi et al. [38] enforce monotonicity of reflectance fall-off from the axis of specular lobe optimising for normal elevation given its azimuthal angle: the geodesic distance between per-pixel intensity profiles under uniform directional illumination is linearly related to the normal angular difference via a material dependent coefficient derivable from the profile intensity distribution. The methods provide robustness to non-Lambertian behaviour, but not universally as all except [37] rely on common, yet not generic, isotropy.
With known BRDF, PS outputs descriptive fine detail normals. Direct normal field integration is however prone to drift with the resultant global shape distortion. Hybrid systems fusing multiview CS for global shape and photometric stereo for resolution have proven effective [10] , [39] . The fusion can be a weakness as failure of either negatively impacts the whole and complex non-Lambertian reflectance is an unsolved challenge for both CS and PS.
Helmholtz Stereopsis [14] is photo-geometric [40] utilising both changing viewpoint and illumination. BRDF modelling is bypassed by enforcing consistency of reflectance-model-independent Helmholtz reciprocity: a light ray and its reverse will undergo identical optical processes [41] . Let v 1 be the unit vector directed from the surface point to the camera and v 2 the corresponding vector from the surface point to the light source ( Fig. 1, left) . Its implication, first observed by Zickler et al. [14] in the context of multiview reconstruction, is that interchanging the light source and camera in the set-up has no effect on the point's reflective behaviour. The BRDF f r is reciprocal: f r ðv 2 ; v 1 Þ ¼ f r ðv 1 ; v 2 Þ. The image formation equation for image I 1 in the reciprocal pair i 1 ¼ f r ðv 2 ; v 1 Þ nÁv 2 kc 2 Àxk 2 expresses intensity i 1 of surface point x as a function of BRDF, surface normal n, the two reciprocal unit vectors and the camera/light source positions c 1 /c 2 (analogously for I 2 by interchanging the indices). Reciprocity of BRDF in conjunction with the image formation equations result in constraint w without any dependence on the BRDF:
With one w per reciprocal pair, 3 or more reciprocal pairs result in constraint matrix W suitable for singular value decomposition (SVD): SVDðW Þ ¼ USV > where U; V are orthogonal and S is a diagonal matrix. The last column of V gives the normal at the sampled point. The last diagonal value of S, the SVD residual s 3 , tends to 0 when there is mutual constraint consistency. For outlier elimination, Zickler et al. formulate the consistency measure as the quotient s2 s3 , which tends to infinity for true surface points. HS has recently been extended to dynamic scenes by making use of wavelength multiplexing for simultaneous acquisition of the reciprocal pair triplet [42] .
Standard HS is promising to tackle photometric complexity but with shortcomings. First, depth label estimation at each point is maximum likelihood, computed independently of its neighbours. The approach results in lack of smoothness and detail due to the inherent depth ambiguities, measurement noise, sensor saturation and calibration/discretisation errors. Further, the unique ability of HS to characterise surface points by both depths and normals is exploited at neither the estimation nor integration stage of the standard pipeline: the consistency of depth and normal estimates is not verified at estimation or during direct normal field integration despite its proneness to drift.
In this paper the shortcomings are addressed by proposing a novel framework. First, neighbourhood support is introduced to enforce depth map continuity: the ML formulation is replaced by a maximum-a posteriori one, solvable for the first time in the context of HS by numerous mature MRF optimisation techniques. The MAP formulation is the core of our Bayesian HS. Addressing the unexploited correlation of depths and normals, we formulate a tailored prior for Bayesian HS to enforce consistency and comparable accuracy levels of depths and normals. This revises our original depthnormal consistency prior formulation in [15] , [16] , which was correlation-based, seeking similarity between the depth transition normal and photometric normal projections. Here we propose a more principled distance-based depth-normal consistency prior formulation, enforcing consistency between the tangential plane to the photometric normal and the depth transition plane. Directly related to surface integrability [17] , the new distance-based formulation is shown theoretically superior to the correlation-based one. The prior's superiority, against former formulations and the classical priors, is thoroughly verified experimentally. To address drift-prone integration of standard HS, we embed Bayesian HS into a coarse-tofine framework to achieve resolutions rendering surface integration redundant. In the integration-free pipeline the full potential of the proposed prior for detail resolution is showcased in contrast to pipelines with direct integration back-ends [26] , [43] , [44] .
METHODOLOGY

Problem Statement and Notation
Our work addresses dense surface recovery in 3D. Let us introduce a virtual camera projecting 3D points sðx; y; zÞ onto pixel p via projection ray r p : p ¼ P ðsðx; y; zÞÞ. With the point's depth d p along r p , pixel p can be back-projected onto sðx; y; zÞ using P back : sðx; y; zÞ ¼ P back ðp; d p Þ. The virtual camera, perspective or orthographic, defines the viewpoint for the 2.5D reconstruction.
Each pixel p represents a random variable D p -a measure of depth for the visible surface points projecting to p. The surface reconstruction problem is formulated as a labelling problem where depth label d p is assigned to each random variable D p of pixel p. For each p there is a set of N depth hypotheses fd 1 ; . . . ; d N g, possible values for D p . The set of hypotheses is obtained by sampling the reconstruction volume V along r p (Fig. 1, right) . If the sampling is orthographic as in our work, the framework is analogous to the voxel representation where a surface is embedded in a volume V of N X Â N Y Â N Z discrete voxels vðx; y; zÞ sampled at resolution dx Â dy Â dz. Let us define set F to be all virtual camera pixels. The solution to the defined labelling problem is the label configuration d ¼ fd p j 8p 2 Fg where d 2 S with S being the set of all possible label configurations.
The problem lends itself to representation as a Markov Random Field (MRF). In the MRF graph G ¼ ðF; EÞ, each virtual camera pixel p 2 F is a node. The nodes are connected by edges e 2 E to neighbouring nodes modelling spatial dependencies (Fig. 1, right) . These dependencies define the prior probability distribution of the framework's state variables D p . Each D p individually is also characterised by a plausibility distribution over its set of depth hypotheses fd 1 ; . . . ; d N g, based on local observation. In the MRF, the local observation gives rise to the data term whereas the prior distribution defines the smoothness term.
Helmholtz Stereopsis
Let us now look at HS in the context of the adopted notation. To assign label d p to each virtual camera pixel p, 3D points sðx; y; zÞ ðp;dp ÞÞ s 3 ðP back ðp;dp ÞÞ :
Standard HS solves a non-Markovian maximum likelihood problem optimising each D p independently, based solely on the data term without involving the prior distribution from spatial dependencies:
The resultant solution is sub-optimal which leads to noisy depth maps as well as lacking surface smoothness, structural detail and global shape accuracy.
Bayesian Helmholtz Stereopsis
Instead of the sub-optimal ML, we propose to formulate the labelling problem as a maximum a posteriori optimisation. In this formulation, for pairs of neighbouring pixels p and q, in addition to the respective data costs E data ðp; 
A Bayesian framework is more suitable because of the strong statistical dependency between neighbouring depth estimates. Compared to standard HS, Bayesian formulation in (4) produces cleaner depth maps improving accuracy by correct normal indexing. As E data ðp; d p Þ has been defined in Section 3.2, we now focus on the formulation and comparison of several priors as candidates for E s ðp; d p ; q; d q Þ.
Depth-Based Prior (Dprior)
The prior is known from conventional stereo. We define the depthbased smoothness cost E s d ðp; d p ; q; d q Þ for neighbouring pixels p and q (Fig. 2a) 
where the truncation value E max s d of half the reconstruction volume squared weakly moderates depth penalties. Through penalties for large label jumps while disregarding the available normals, the prior encourages piece-wise constant depth biasing towards a fronto-parallel representation, particularly if unchecked by a low a.
Normal-Based Prior (Nprior)
Surface characterisation by normals is typical of photometric stereo. A suitable normal-based prior would enforce locally constant normals encouraging locally flat, though not necessarily frontoparallel, surfaces and making Nprior in theory less restrictive of reconstructed surfaces than Dprior.
We define a normal-based prior where similarity of corresponding normals is used to assess neighbouring label compatibility with discrete depth hypotheses as the labels. Let nðp; d p Þ be the normal estimate associated with depth hypothesis d p , i.e., the normal vector estimated by HS at 3D point P back ðp; d p Þ which is the backprojection of pixel p at d p along r p . Given photometric normals nðp; d p Þ and nðq; d q Þ corresponding to the labels of neighbouring pixels p and q (Fig. 2b) , Nprior can be formulated as follows:
which is the squared normalised correlation angle between normals, notably not making use of depth information. Complications in using normal-based priors arise because normals are susceptible to noise and their correlations are irregular expressions not optimisable by graph cuts [45] . Instead, sequential tree re-weighted message passing (TRW-S) [46] , [47] is used for MRF optimisation consistently in the paper because it does not require regularity of prior.
Depth-Normal Consistency Prior (DNprior)
Where Dprior seeks to de-noise depth maps by enforcing their smoothness, Nprior promotes gradual spatial normal field evolution. Both approaches are one-sided: the depth is optimised indexing the normals or vice versa. Depth and normal estimation processes are however not independent and must be consistent with each other. We postulate that a superior prior in the context of HS explicitly enforces consistency between depths and normals, performing joint optimisation of the depth map and normal field. Hence, we formulate the depth-normal consistency prior (DNprior). DNprior has had two formulations: a correlation-based and a distance-based one. The superiority of the latter over the former will be argued both theoretically and experimentally.
Correlation-based DNprior (corr.DNprior) based on our previous work [15] , [16] is formulated from the normalised correlation angle between the geometric normal n g ðp; d p ; q; d q Þ to the d p À d q depth transition from p to q and the normalised projections of the estimated photometric normals nðp; d p Þ and nðq; d q Þ onto the plane embedding the d p À d q transition. These projections are denoted n prj ðp; d p Þ and n prj ðq; d q Þ respectively (Fig. 2c) . We work with an orthographic virtual camera and 4-connected pixel neighbourhoods which means that p and q are lateral neighbours. If the depth transition is correct, n g ðp; d p ; q; d q Þ correlates well with n prj ðp; d p Þ and n prj ðq; d q Þ. The smoothness cost of assigning d p to pixel p given q at d q is expressed via the correlation angle (f phÀg ðq; d q ; p; d p Þ is analogous):
The orientation of n g must be out of the surface. The prior's end smoothness cost E corr s dn ðp; d p ; q; d q Þ with l 2 -norm is
Distance-based DNprior (dist.DNprior) is an alternative formulation of depth-normal consistency derived from fundamental perpendicularity of the normal to the surface. The estimated photometric normal nðp; d p Þ of pixel p at depth d p suggests a surface transition from the back-projection P back ðp; d p Þ. Considering one direction for simplicity, we observe that according to nðp; d p Þ the surface will continue from P back ðp; d p Þ to some P back ðq; d qp Þ. Note that d qp does not have to be part of the discrete label set of q.
By definition, nðp; d p Þ is perpendicular to the transition plane from P back ðp; d p Þ to P back ðq; d qp Þ:
The corresponding back-projections P back ðq; d qp Þ and P back ðq; d q Þ deviate only in depth:
where d qp is the depth discrepancy between d q and d qp . This d qp is also the error metric decreasing as d pq suggested by nðp; d p Þ approaches the assigned d q , with the growing confidence of d p and d q being compatible labels for p and q respectively. If (10) is substituted into (9) we can re-arrange given that d qp is along the depth axis (i.e., ray r p ):
where n rp ðp; d p Þ is the depth component of the photometric normal along r p . The following expression defines depth discrepancy d qp between d q and d qp (Fig. 2d) :
Our new distance-based formulation of DNprior minimises the depth discrepancy of (12) in the energy function
Every edge ðp; qÞ 2 E is characterised by the symmetrical pair of equally contributing discrepancy scores, d qp and d pq . Though not an integral part of formulation, truncation of d qp =d pq may be necessary for some reconstruction scenarios e.g., fine initial spatial resolution (see Section 4). The physical meaning of dist.DNprior is intuitively easier to grasp than the correlation of corr.DNprior. Its formulation is plausible being derived from the surface normal axiom and is consistent with the well-established depth priors. In the following section, we relate the distance-based formulation to integrability as theoretical grounds to support intuition in showing it to be more principled.
Relation to Integrability
We argue superiority of dist.DNprior on the grounds of its smoothness function E dist s dn ðp; d p ; q; d q Þ being equivalent to the surface integrability constraint. Integrability is the least restrictive prior effective unless the problem is under-constrained [17] , [48] . Unlike priors biasing towards fronto-parallel (Dprior) or locally flat (Nprior) surfaces, the integrability constraint is essentially just a check of mathematical plausibility and will only definitively bias against rare extremes (e.g., Dirac peaks, step-like transitions).
The integrability constraint forms the height-from-gradient recovery framework from the classical paper by Horn [17] . In [17] , surface gradient ðg x ; g y Þ is the derivative of surface zðx; yÞ: g x ¼ 
Clearly, the cost function encapsulates the idea of depth-normal consistency of our DNprior. For clarity, let us consider surface evolution along the x dimension. Numerical approximation of gradient discretises the derivative to:
dx where z 1 ¼ zðx; yÞ and z 2 ¼ zðx þ dx; yÞ. In the terminology of our priors z 1 and z 2 are depth labels d p and d q of neighbouring p and q. Using gradient discretisation, let us formulate a symmetrical, with respect to neighbouring points, integrability prior function E Horn dn based on (14)
where g x;1 and g x;2 are the 
Hence, the distance-based DNprior cost from (13) becomes
The equation can be manipulated into the following:
Dist.DNprior in (17) 
Coarse-to-Fine Integration-Free Pipeline
Bayesian HS with integrability prior facilitates previously unattainable accuracy. For matching resolution given finite memory, the system is embedded into a coarse-to-fine framework with gradual sub-sampling both spatially (up to pixel resolution, e.g., 0.25 mm in Section 4) and in depth. Combined high accuracy and resolution of the point cloud de-emphasise explicit integration: instead vertices are arranged into facets based on known geometric relationships within the voxel volume.
RESULTS
Synthetic data with specular reflectance is used to tune parameter a from (4) per prior/dataset (see the supplementary materials, available online) and to quantitatively assess the depth/normal accuracy of each reconstruction method at the best a setting on noiseless and noisy data (Gaussian noise, normalised variance of 0.001 or AE2072 intensity levels). Based on the Middlebury accuracy [2] for depth and normal in Table 1 and the corresponding results in Fig. 3 , both DNprior formulations outperform one-sided priors and standard ("ML") HS by at least an order of magnitude. The proposed integrability promoting dist.DNprior is more robust to noise than the earlier corr.DNprior resulting in depth accuracy improvements from just under 0.5 mm (pear) to 2-4 mm (bunny/sphere), though a similar normal error. The two formulations perform comparably on noiseless data. Dist.DNprior costs were truncated on bunny/pear at just under 300 percent of initial spatial sampling barring transitions with excessive elevation. Real Data: Reconstruction Method. We qualitatively evaluate the performance of the five reconstruction methods on eight real datasets from [49] : the three specular (teapots /vase) and one Lambertian with intricate geometry (doll) here as well as four others of varying complexity in the supplementary material, available online. Parameter a is set per prior within the average optimal range tuned on synthetic data. In Fig. 4 , Nprior corrupts shape while keeping ML HS noise. Dprior also distorts the global shape whereas corr. 1, 1, 0.1), Dprior (0.3, 0.4, 0.03 DNprior shows a tendency for depth jumps (doll, vase). Only the proposed dist.DNprior reconstructs globally accurate high resolution meshes. The pseudo-geometry artefact in textured regions can be lessened by intensity averaging over patches [16] . Real Data: Integration Method. The point cloud generated by Bayesian HS with dist.DNprior can be converted into a continuous surface without explicit integration. The accuracy of the integrationfree approach is compared in Fig. 5 against five normal integration methods from [43] and two based on depth-normal fusion (Poisson 1 [44] , Nehab 2 [26] ). Normal integration over-flattens and distorts global shape unlike the fusion methods while Poisson over-smooths (doll). The subtle detail improvement without integration over Nehab is shown in the supplementary material, available online.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented Bayesian HS with integrability prior without explicit surface integration for high quality reconstruction of geometrically and photometrically complex objects. Three contributions define the method. First, standard ML formulation of HS is replaced by a novel MAP (Bayesian) one combining local observation with neighbourhood support. Second, to utilise the neighbourhood, a suitable prior enforcing consistency between depth and normal information is proposed. The prior is tailored to the unique ability of HS to generate both depth and normals. The distancebased formulation of the consistency prior related to integrability has been shown superior to the correlation-based formulation, one-sided depth and normal priors as well as standard HS. With the least-restrictive regularisation basis of integrability defining the prior, the results show accuracy, high resolution and robustness against intensity noise. Third, facilitated by the accuracy of prior and the coarse-to-fine framework for previously unattainable point cloud densities, the final surface is assembled without integration to avoid shape distortion and oversmoothing.
The integrability prior seeks mathematical surface continuity and cannot cope with infinite transitions. The difficulty with such discontinuities can be addressed by locally increasing the sampling resolution. Yet, as this pertains to outlier cases only, the coarse-tofine integration-free Bayesian HS with integrability prior is already widely applicable for dense reconstruction with complex surface reflectance properties and geometries.
